We describe new bubble decays in pure D +1 dimensional Einstein theory with two compact directions. The instanton solution is constructed by analytic continuation of the Kaluza-Klein electrically charged black hole solution. We show that the instanton describes the decay of a Kaluza-Klein vacuum M D−1 × T 2 with a non-vanishing torus tilt parameter. The decay is produced by the creation of a bubble of nothing which expands with time. We compute the instanton action, which shows that this Kaluza-Klein vacuum becomes more stable as the torus tilt parameter is increased. As an application, we consider the decay of M-theory torus compactifications leading to type 0A/0B string theories.
Introduction
Long ago Witten [1] realized that the M 4 × S 1 vacuum of the original Kaluza-Klein theory is unstable via a semiclassical decay [2, 3] into a bubble of nothing, where a hole forms in space, which rapidly expands to infinity, reaching the speed of light after a short time (we use the notation M n for Minkowski space in n dimensions).
To construct the bubble solution, Witten starts with the Euclidean version of the D = 5 Schwarzschild black hole. The Euclidean time, τ = it, now plays the role of the compact Kaluza-Klein coordinate. The resulting metric represents an instanton solution that interpolates between the false (unstable) vacuum M 4 × S 1 at r ≫ r h , and the true vacuum solution, which is obtained by a second Wick rotation, leading to the bubble solution where ρ 2 = r 2 − a 2 cos 2 θ. A natural question is then what kind of decay this instanton describes. This question was answered by Dowker et al [4] , who showed that the instanton solution has the right asymptotics to describe the decay of Kaluza-Klein vacuum in the presence of a magnetic field, the Kaluza-Klein Melvin background, representing a static, cylindrically symmetric magnetic flux tube. Indeed, at infinity one has a flat metric, which in cylindrical coordinates reads
Demanding that the metric (1.2) is free of conical singularities at the horizon r 2 h = µ + a 2 leads to the identifications (ϕ, τ ) = ϕ + 2πnR τ B + 2πm, τ + 2πnR τ (1.4) with n, m ∈ Z and B = a/µ, which define the Melvin magnetic flux tube. There are two instanton solutions (1.2) that approach the same Melvin magnetic configuration, differing by a shift in the magnetic parameter B. They describe two decay modes of this space. One is the instability via nucleation of a pair of monopoles (B = a/µ + 1/R τ ), by a magnetic dual of the Schwinger effect of pair creation in an electric field. The second decay mode (B = a/µ) is the formation of a bubble of nothing. 1 Having shown that D = 5 Schwarzschild solution and the D = 5 Kerr solution describe instanton decays of Kaluza-Klein vacua, a natural question is whether a similar interpretation holds for the instanton constructed from the Kaluza-Klein electrically charged solution, i.e. a black hole with U (1) charge associated with a Kaluza-Klein gauge field. The advantage of having a charge of Kaluza-Klein origin is that in the higher dimensional theory the instanton is a solution of pure Einstein theory. Here we will show that this instanton describes the semiclassical decay of a Kaluza-Klein space M 4 × T 2 with a non-zero torus tilt, via the formation of a bubble of nothing. The torus tilt parameter arises as a result of identifications which are necessary to render the space free of conical singularities.
Bubbles decays from Kaluza-Klein charged solutions

D = 5 black holes with Kaluza-Klein charge
We consider pure Einstein theory in six dimensions. We are interested in semiclassical decays of the vacuum M 4 ×T 2 (in the appendix, we consider the case M D−1 ×T 2 ). One vacuum decay is represented by the Witten bubble of nothing generalized by including an extra S 1 dimension. This is constructed by adding to the five dimensional Schwarzschild black hole metric an extra (isometric) direction y, where y is a periodic coordinate, y = y + 2πR y .
To construct more general decays, our starting point is the electrically charged solution given in [6, 7] . The five-dimensional solution is obtained as the Kaluza-Klein reduction of a six-dimensional metric which is a solution of the Einstein equations in six dimensions, i.e. it satisfies R µν (g 6 ) = 0. 2 The six-dimensional metric is given by
The coordinate y is periodic with y = y + 2πR y . The dimensional reduction to five dimensions in y is obtained by writing the metric in the form
One finds that the five dimensional metric describe a black hole with mass M and charge Q. Its line element is
The gauge field is given by A µ = (A 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0), where
Finally, the scalar field is
The solution is fully specified by two parameters, namely the mass M and the charge Q. Introducing a parameter k
the different parameters can then be written in terms of M and k by means of the following relations
The solution represents a black hole with regular horizon in the region
This corresponds to the range −1 ≤ k ≤ 0. For larger values of Q/M , the metric exhibits a naked singularity.
Instanton
We can obtain an Euclidean solution from solution (2.1) by Wick rotations, t → iτ and Q → iq. The latter is necessary in order to have a real metric. So the Euclidean solution reads
We stress that this is a solution of pure (Euclidean) Einstein theory, where the action contains just the Einstein-Hilbert term,
without any additional field. For q = 0, the solution reduces to the Witten instanton with an extra S 1 coordinate y. The geometry has a potential conical singularity at the horizon which must be removed as usual by a suitable identification. The norm of the Killing vector,
vanishes at the horizon. We introduce a new coordinateỹ = y − Aτ , which is constant along the orbits of ζ. In terms of this coordinate, the metric takes the form
Near the horizon the relevant part of the metric reduces to
The horizon is at r = r h . In order to avoid the conical singularity in (2.12), τ must be periodic, with τ = τ + 2πR τ at fixedỹ. The periodicity 2πR τ is determined by introducing a Rindler coordinater = √ 2r h √ r − r h . The relevant part of the metric becomes 13) which shows that the space is free from conical singularity provided τ = τ + 2πR τ with
This gives the Hawking temperature T H = (2πR τ ) −1 . At r = ∞, the instanton (2.7) approaches the metric 15) with the identification 17) with Ω representing the torus modular parameter
The behavior of the instanton at infinity tells us which is the original vacuum that decays into the bubble. From (2.17) we see that the instanton approaches the space R 4 × T 2 , where the 2-torus has a modular parameter given by Ω, eq. (2.18). The torus modular parameter is a feature which characterizes the Kaluza-Klein vacuum, modulo SL(2, Z) transformations,
In particular, a → a + 1 gives an equivalent torus. This property is manifest in the identifications (2.16), since A → A + R y /R τ is absorbed into n. We shall restrict the modular parameter Ω to the fundamental domain F of SL(2, Z). In particular, this implies the restriction
It is convenient to write the instanton metric (2.7) in terms of the parameters R τ , R y , A that specify the Kaluza-Klein vacuum. Using eqs. (2.5a), (2.10), (2.14) we find
The instanton metric becomes
The metric is regular on the full (geodesically complete) space r 2 ≥ (1+A 2 )R 2 τ . Due to fact that the shift A → A + nR y /R τ gives an equivalent Kaluza-Klein vacuum at infinity, there will be an infinite family of instanton solutions obtained by replacing A → A + nR y /R τ in the metric (2.23).
Reducing (2.23) inỹ, i.e. along the orbits of the ζ Killing vector, we find
24a)
From the point of view of the dimensionally reduced theory, the torus tilt is a non-zero gauge potential at infinity,Ã
Bubble decay
In the standard treatment of semiclassical vacuum decay [2, 3] , the false vacuum decays into a Lorentzian space that coincides with the instanton (the bounce solution) on a threedimensional surface of zero extrinsic curvature at t = 0. Any Euclidean solution of finite action that has the same asymptotic as the Kaluza-Klein vacuum and that can be analytically continued to a real Lorentzian metric represents a decay mode of the original space. The Lorentzian signature metric is obtained by a suitable analytic continuation of our instanton solution (2.7). The new time variable has to preserve the symmetry around the hyperspace of t = 0, so, as in [1] , the θ = π/2 plane can be taken as the t = 0 surface. We write dΩ 
So the space at large r is the usual flat space M 4 × T 2 with a torus tilt. The full space at time t is a curved spacetime where the region ρ 2 − t 2 < r 2 h , with r 2 h = (1 + A 2 )R 2 τ , has been removed. r = r h is a frontier of the space time: the wall of the bubble. The space is regular at r ≥ r h .
The radius of the bubble grows with time as
Note that the size of the bubble at t = 0 increases with the torus tilt parameter A.
The size of the τ -circle at constantỹ can be read directly from (2.23)
Thus the τ -circle smoothly shrinks to zero at the surface of the bubble. At infinity, it is R τ (∞) 2 = R 2 τ (1 + A 2 ), as follows also from (2.17) by looking at the size of the σ 2 circle at σ 1 =constant.
The size ofỹ circle is given by
32)
The instanton action
In the semiclassical approximation, the decay rate can be written as the exponential of minus the instanton action,
We provide two independent computations of the action. By direct evaluation of the action including boundary terms, and by using thermodynamics.
Direct calculation
In six dimensions, the only field we have is the metric, so the action is given by
where h is the induced boundary metric, K the trace of its extrinsic curvature and K 0 the analog quantity for the space where our metric is embedded in (flat space, in our case).
Since our instanton is a vacuum solution, R µν = 0, the only contribution will come from the boundary term. If n µ is a unit normal vector to the boundary, the extrinsic curvature is written as
If the metric is such that n µ is radial and only depends on the radial coordinate, one can show that the trace of (3.3) reduces to the logarithmic derivative of the square root of the determinant of the boundary metric with respect to a unit radial vector,
In our case, the metric induced at the boundary is given by (2.7) with r → ∞ and constant. We get
The flat space term, K 0 , can be obtained from (3.5) imposing q = M = 0, i.e. r h = 0. So we have
Thus, the action is simply the integral of (3.6),
Using T = 1/(2πR τ ) and (2.14) we obtain
where we have used G 5 = G 6 /(2πR y ).
Computation using thermodynamics
In five dimensions, the instanton metric represents an Euclidean charged black hole, whose thermodynamics is well known. The bulk part of the action (3.2) becomes,
The action is the ratio between the free energy F and the temperature T = (2πR τ ) −1 . The free energy is
where Φ H is electric potential at r = r h . We can simplify this equation using the Smarr formula [7] ,
Thus the action reads
The entropy of the five dimensional black hole is the area of the horizon over 4G 5 ,
where we have used (2.24c). So the action is 14) in exact agreement with (3.7).
Decay rate
The action is
where
The Witten decay [1] corresponds to A = 0, so that I Witten = I 0 . In this case the instanton is obtained by analytic continuation from the D = 5 Schwarzschild black hole. Remarkably, the instanton action I increases with the torus tilt. This indicates that the effect of the tilt (2.16) is to render the Kaluza-Klein vacuum more stable. Intuitively, the reason is that the size of the bubble at the moment of creation t = 0 is larger the larger is the tilt, so the cost of producing the bubble is greater. One can also write down the action for the shifted instantons, A → A − nR y /R τ ,
We see that in the fundamental domain − Ry 2Rτ < A < Ry 2Rτ the dominant decay mode (i.e. the one with less action) is n = 0. Other decay modes are exponentially suppressed.
Decay of Type 0 String Theory
In the presence of fermions, the instanton decay studied here (just as in [1] ) is relevant for compactifications where fermions obey antiperiodic boundary conditions in the τ direction. The reason is that the space described by the instanton metric (topologically R 2 × S 1 × S 2 ) admits a unique spin structure in the τ -circle, since this shrinks to zero at the horizon. There are two spin possible structures on (τ,ỹ), namely (−, +) and (−, −), i.e. in the asymptotic region, fermions must be antiperiodic functions in the S 1 described by τ .
As an application of the decay rate computed here, we consider M-theory compactified on a two torus, where fermions obey antiperiodic boundary conditions in one of the circles. If we regard τ as the eleventh dimension, this compactification leads [11] to type 0A/0B theories [12] . More precisely, ten-dimensional type 0B is equivalent to M-theory compactified on T 2 /[(−1) F × S] in the limit of zero torus area, where F is the spacetime fermion number and S is the half shift along the circle (X → X + πR). The type 0B Ramond-Ramond sector has an untwisted subsector (R+, R+) and a twisted subsector (R−, R−). There are two RR scalars, one of each sector. The tilt of the torus is related to the expectation value of the RR scalar of the untwisted sector.
For a rectangular torus, the RR scalar field vanishes. The decay rate in this case was studied in [13] . One assumes that there are six compact dimensions y m , m = 1, ..., 6 besides the 2-torus described by coordinates τ andỹ. The relevant instantons describing the decay are essentially the Witten instanton [1] and the solution of Dowker et al [4] . The relation with magnetic fields arises because string theory with antiperiodic fermions in one direction can be described by a Melvin magnetic flux tube backgound with a special magnetic field [5] . For this critical value of the magnetic field, the dominant decay mode is via bubble formation. For small values of the magnetic field, the decay is dominated by creation of D6/D6-brane pairs, with a decay rate equal to the Schwinger rate [13] (see [14, 15] for related discussions). In addition to these non-perturbative instabilities, type 0A theory at weak coupling g 2 0A = R 2 τ /4α ′ ≪ 1 has a tachyon instability, which makes the theory highly unstable. In this regime, the perturbative decay rate is of order one in α ′ units.
Now consider the decay in the presence of a torus tilt. Consider first the case of five extra directions y m compactified on a rectangular torus, so that we consider the decay of the vacuum M 4 × T 2 × T 5 , and we wish to study the effect of a tilt in T 2 on the decay rate. The relevant instanton is the one constructed in the preceding sections, by trivially adding five extra directions y m . The action can be read from (3.15),
where G 10 = G 11 (2πR τ ), V 6 = 2πR y V 5 and a is the expectation value of the vector component Aỹ (or RR scalar in type 0B). We have used
Thus the decay rate decreases as the tilt a is increased. Now consider the case where the five y m coordinates are non-compact. The dominant non-perturbative decay mode is again via the formation of a bubble of nothing. For a generic torus with modular parameter Ω, the relevant instanton is obtained from the appendix by setting D = 10 (this gives the instanton of maximal symmetry). We thus obtain the following decay rate of type 0A/0B theory:
In terms of string theory parameters
Interestingly, for a non-zero a parameter the instanton action has a minimum, non-vanishing value as a function of the coupling g 0A , I min 0A = const.R 6 y a 5 /α ′ 3 . This means that for R 6 y a 5 ≫ α ′ 3 , the action is large and the semiclassical approximation is reliable for any g 0A . At small couplings, there is a perturbative instability due to the presence of the type 0 tachyon which dominates over non-perturbative effects. At strong coupling, g 0A ≫ 1, the tachyon is expected to be absent, and the decay should be produced by the formation of the bubble of nothing, with a decay rate given by (4.4). The decay is suppressed at large couplings. This is expected, since at large couplings the dynamics of type 0A theory should approach that of M-theory, which is stable (for very large radius R τ , the periodicity of the fermions should not significantly affect the dynamics).
The decay rate of type 0A theory at strong coupling whenỹ is non-compact is given by the Witten decay rate of a space M 10 × S 1 . The rate can be obtained from the formulas of the appendix by setting D = 11, A = 0 and replacing G 12 /2πR y → G 11 . We find We see that the action increases with the string coupling to the power six, so the decay rate is rapidly suppressed as the coupling is increased.
A.2 The instanton action
In where G D+1 = 2πR y G D and we have used (A.11).
The instanton action can also be computed directly from its definition as an integral,
Following the same method as in section 3.1, we obtain 
